Bill Boley Project Profile
Total Solutions in Controlled Hydraulic Movement and Jacking
Project Designation/ Location
Chislehurst Road Bridge replacement (A208 Orpington Road) due to
severe structural deterioration of existing 54 year old bridge.

Client
Strand Jacks x 2

Hochtief (UK) Construction

End Customer
London Borough of Bromley
Protection Deck

Project Challenge
To position and support the protection deck below the 33m span
bridge so that the old bridge could be removed and new bridge
lifted into place safely and without disruption to the rail services
operating below. Project time was critical to minimise traffic
disruption.

30 tonne High Lift Jacks x 30

Bill Boley Solution
1) Two strand jacks were used to pull the sections of the crash
deck into position below the road bridge.
2) 30 off 30 tonne high lift jacks were then used to lift the crash
deck up 350 mm to the underside of the existing bridge. This was
held in place by a total of 60 bottle jacks. These jacks also took
10% strain of the bridge itself. These jacks were mechanically
locked off for safety reasons. Once the old bridge had been
removed and the new one lifted into place, the complete jacking
procedure was carried out in reverse.

Computer Controlled Jacking Console

Background Information
Chislehurst Road Bridge carries the single carriageway A208 over
Network Rail’s four track Victoria to Ramsgate mainline railway.
The existing bridge was in a poor condition and had been subject
to numerous inspections, resulting in a 7.5 tonne vehicle
restriction, severely affecting traffic flow in the area.
A key requirement of the project was that the bridge had to
remain open to pedestrians and that existing utilities remain
uninterrupted for as long as possible. In parallel rail services had
to remain fully open throughout. This called for a rather
challenging and innovative construction method involving complex
jacking procedures.
To meet these challenges, each half of the bridge was been
demolished and reconstructed sequentially allowing one side to
remain open throughout.
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30 tonne Bottle Jacks x 60

30 tonne High Lift Jacks x 30

